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We investigated public acceptance of conditionally automated (SAE Level 3) passenger cars
using a questionnaire study among 9,118 car-drivers in eight European countries, as part of
the European L3Pilot project. 71.06% of respondents considered conditionally automated
cars easy to use while 28.03% of respondents planned to buy a conditionally automated
car once it is available. 41.85% of respondents would like to use the time in the condition-
ally automated car for secondary activities. Among these 41.85%, respondents plan to talk
to fellow travellers (44.76%), surf the internet, watch videos or TV shows (44%), observe the
landscape (41.70%), and work (17.06%). The UTAUT2 (Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use
of Technology) was applied to investigate the effects of performance and effort expectancy,
social influence, facilitating conditions, and hedonic motivation on the behavioural inten-
tion to use conditionally automated cars. Structural equation analysis revealed that the
UTAUT2 can be applied to conditional automation, with hedonic motivation, social influ-
ence, and performance expectancy influencing the behavioural intention to buy and use
a conditionally automated car. The present study also found positive effects of facilitating
conditions on effort expectancy and hedonic motivation. Social influence was a positive
predictor of hedonic motivation, facilitating conditions, and performance expectancy.
Age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems had significant, yet
small (<0.10), effects on behavioural intention. The implications of these results on the pol-
icy and best practices to enable large-scale implementation of conditionally automated
cars on public roads are discussed.
� 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

In 1935, Keller (1935, p. 1470) presented the first versions of a driverless car concept: ‘‘Old people began to cross the con-
tinent in their own cars. Young people found the driverless car admirable for petting. The blind for the first time were safe. Parents
found they could more safely send their children to school in the new car than in the old cars with a chauffeur”. Almost nine dec-
ades later, we see significant steps towards this driverless future.

The EU co-funded L3Pilot project, under the Horizon2020 Framework programme, sets the stage for the safe and accept-
able introduction of conditionally automated cars on public roads in daily traffic, investigating technology and human inter-
action through large-scale on-road pilots in mixed-environments and different road networks. L3Pilot focusses on SAE Level
3 ‘‘conditional automation” (SAE International, 2018) that allows its users to take their eyes off the road and engage in non-
driving related activities, such as reading a book, or using a smartphone (Berghöfer et al., 2019; Gold et al., 2018; Naujoks
et al., 2017, 2018). At the same time, human drivers have to remain receptive for a request to take over control from the
conditionally automated car in ‘‘situations that exceed the operational limits of the automated driving system” (e.g., missing lane
markings, emergency secondary lanes, construction site with offset of lane marking, sensor malfunctions) (Forster et al.,
2017; Gold et al., 2018; Louw et al., 2019; SAE International, 2018). This implies that human drivers need to redirect atten-
tion from their previous activities they were engaged in, to the driving scene, free their hands and place them back on the
steering wheel, and place their feet on the pedals again (Berghöfer et al., 2019). Hence, conditional automation represents a
paradigm shift for drivers in terms of their relationship with the driving task. In contrast to SAE Level 1 or 2 systems, drivers
are no longer permanent system supervisors but can engage in secondary activities while still being able to take over control
from the conditionally automated car (Hecht et al., 2018; Reilhac, Millett, & Hottelart, 2016).

Several Human Factors specialists have pointed to the challenges associated with conditional automation, which ‘‘is to
verify that the human drivers are aware of the AV’s limitations, in order to resume control when required, whilst also remaining
free to engage in other activities, beyond driving”, expressing ‘‘serious doubt as for the handing over of the driving task associated
with SAE Level 3” as ‘‘it is human nature that a driver, who is relieved even briefly from their driving task, will engage to other
distracting tasks”(Kyriakidis et al., 2019, p. 14 & 16). Various studies have also highlighted the public’s scepticism towards,
and fear of, automated vehicles (Medina & Jenkins, 2017). This is a concern, because automated vehicle acceptance is a cat-
alyst for realising their potential to improve traffic safety and efficiency (Litman, 2019). In simple terms, acceptance of new
technology can be viewed as the extent to which an individual has the intention to use that technology (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). Therefore, in order to improve the likelihood that a particular technology is accepted, modelling technology accep-
tance is necessary to understand the factors influencing acceptance and its development over time (Rahman et al., 2017).

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) is one of the most comprehensive technology accep-
tance models, integrating eight influential acceptance models, including the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1985)
and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). UTAUT assumes that an individual’s behavioural
intention to use a technology is influenced by performance expectancy (i.e., degree to which the technology is perceived
to be useful), effort expectancy (i.e., degree to which using the technology is perceived to be easy to use), social influence
(i.e., degree to which using the technology is appreciated in the social network important to the individual), and facilitating
conditions (i.e., degree to which the individual believes to be in possession of the resources to use the technology)
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). UTAUT2 posits that, in addition to the UTAUT constructs, the intention to use the technology is influ-
enced by hedonic motivation (i.e., degree to which the technology is perceived to be enjoyable), price value (i.e., cognitive
trade-off between perceived benefits and monetary costs of technology usage) and habit (i.e., defined as the passage of time
from the initial technology usage) (Venkatesh, Thong & Xu, 2012). Conditionally automated cars are not yet commercially
available and there are no respondents who would have habitual use of them. Therefore, the present study did not examine
the influence of price value or habit on behavioural intention. Future studies should investigate willingness to pay and price
value (see Venkatesh et al., 2012) and the influence of habit after prolonged on-road usage of automation.

A wide range of studies have addressed the acceptance of private conventional and public pod-like automated vehicles,
applying constructs from common technology acceptance models, such as the TAM, TPB, and UTAUT (Kaur & Rampersad,
2018; Kaye et al., 2019; Madigan et al., 2016, 2017; Rahman et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019, 2020). These
studies have advanced our understanding of automated vehicle acceptance. However, they have two main limitations. First,
they have not examined attitudes towards nor modelled acceptance of conditionally automated cars using UTAUT2. In fact,
the examination of the acceptance of conditional automation has been underrepresented by literature on automated vehicle
acceptance, with only 3 out of 124 studies (Buckley et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) being devoted to the study
of conditional automation (Nordhoff et al., 2019). UTAUT2 has been tailored to the consumer context and explained a larger
portion of the variance in behavioural intention to use automated vehicles (Madigan et al., 2017) than the TAM, TPB and
UTAUT (Buckley et al., 2018; Madigan et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). Second, these studies have not recruited large European
samples with a good representation of gender, age and different regions, but were conducted among smaller samples (�300)
from China and the U.S.. Large sample sizes are needed to achieve statistical power and detect significant correlations (Hair
et al., 2014).
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1.1. Study objectives

The examination of the acceptance of conditional automation at an early stage is necessary in order to successfully imple-
ment these cars into the transportation system. The L3Pilot project pursues a multifaceted assessment approach for user and
acceptance evaluation, collecting data from individuals who physically experience conditional automation in on-road pilots,
simulator and Wizard-of-Oz studies, and individuals who are asked to imagine the use of conditional automation using a
large questionnaire study (Louw et al., 2020).

The present study reports the results of the questionnaire study, whose main objective was to assess and model the
acceptance of conditionally automated cars using constructs from the UTAUT2 model. The two sub-research objectives that
the present study addressed were:

i. To examine the effect of the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating con-
ditions, and hedonic motivation on individuals’ behavioural intentions to use conditionally automated cars

ii. To examine the interrelationships between these constructs

1.2. Hypothesis development

1.2.1. Main effects of the UTAUT2 constructs on behavioural intention
In order to predict the acceptance of conditional automation, the TAM and TPB were applied (Buckley et al., 2018; Kaye

et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). Xu et al. (2018) applied an adapted version of the TAM and found that the
behavioural intention to use a conditionally automated car was most strongly determined by perceived usefulness (equiv-
alent to performance expectancy), and perceived ease of use (equivalent to effort expectancy). Perceived usefulness was also
the strongest predictor of the willingness to re-ride. Buckley et al. (2018) used the TPB and TAM and found that perceived
usefulness, perceived behavioural control (equivalent to facilitating conditions) and subjective norm (equivalent to social
influence) were significant predictors of behavioural intention. Kaye et al. (2019) applied the TPB and the TAM to examine
the acceptance of conditionally and fully automated cars, and found that the attitude towards using conditionally automated
cars was the strongest predictor of intentions to use conditionally automated cars, followed by perceived usefulness, subjec-
tive norms, and perceived ease of use. Zhang et al. (2019, 2020) applied an adapted version of the TAM and found a direct
effect of perceived usefulness and ease of use on behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars. Other studies
have shown that the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and
hedonic motivation are correlated with the behavioural intention to use SAE Level 4+ automated vehicles (Kaur &
Rampersad, 2018; Madigan et al., 2016, 2017). Based on the above findings, we hypothesised:

H1: Performance expectancy is a significant positive predictor of behavioural intention, implying that individuals who value the
perceived benefits of conditionally automated cars (i.e., performance expectancy) are more likely to intend to use them (i.e.,
behavioural intention) than individuals who are less likely to value the perceived benefits of conditionally automated cars.
H2: Effort expectancy is a significant positive predictor of behavioural intention, implying that individuals who perceive condi-
tionally automated cars as easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy) are more likely to intend to use them (i.e., behavioural intention)
than individuals who are less likely to perceive conditionally automated cars as easy to use.
H3: Social influence is a significant positive predictor of behavioural intention, implying that individuals who believe that
important people in their social networks support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence) are more likely
to intend to use them (i.e., behavioural intention) than individuals who are less likely to believe that their use of these cars is
supported in their social networks.
H4: Facilitating conditions is a significant positive predictor of behavioural intention, implying that individuals who believe that
conditions facilitating their use of conditionally automated cars are available (i.e., facilitating conditions) are more likely to
intend to use them (i.e., behavioural intention) than individuals who are less likely to believe that facilitating conditions are
available.
H5: Hedonic motivation is a significant positive predictor of behavioural intention, implying that individuals who perceive con-
ditionally automated cars as enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation) are more likely to intend to use them (i.e., behavioural inten-
tion) than individuals who are less likely to perceive conditionally automated cars as enjoyable.

In line with Venkatesh et al. (2003, 2012), we expect that the relationships between performance and effort expectancy,
hedonic motivation, facilitating conditions, social influence, and behavioural intention are moderated by age, gender, and
experience with advanced driver assistance systems. We hypothesised:

H6: Age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems moderate the relationships between performance and
effort expectancy, hedonic motivation, facilitating conditions, social influence, and behavioural intention to use conditionally
automated cars.
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1.3. Interrelations between the UTAUT2 constructs

1.3.1. Effect of effort expectancy on performance expectancy
In order to develop effective strategies to foster acceptance of conditionally automated cars, it is important to understand

and identify the underlying beliefs or assumptions behind the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, hedo-
nic motivation, facilitating conditions, and social influence. The examination of the interrelationships between the UTAUT2
constructs in the field of automated driving has received renewed interest in the literature. However, little is known about
the interrelationships among the UTAUT2 constructs in the context of conditional automation. A positive effect of perceived
ease of use on perceived usefulness has been supported by the literature on automated vehicle acceptance (Herrenkind,
Nastjuk, Brendel, Trang, & Kolbe, 2019; Nordhoff, Madigan, Van Arem, Merat, & Happee, 2020; Zhang et al., 2019), which
is in line with the broader body of research on technology acceptance (Adams, Nelson, & Todd, 1992; Karahanna,
Agarwal, & Angst, 2006; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). The positive effect of effort expectancy on performance expectancy
implies that individuals who consider automated cars to be easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy) are more likely to consider
automated cars useful (i.e., performance expectancy). For this study, we hypothesised that:

H7: Effort expectancy is a significant positive predictor of performance expectancy, implying that individuals who perceive con-
ditionally automated cars as easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy) are more likely to value their usefulness (i.e., performance
expectancy) than individuals who perceive conditionally automated cars as less easy to use.

1.3.2. Effects of social influence on the other UTAUT2 constructs
Acheampong and Cugurullo (2019) revealed positive relationships between subjective norm (i.e., equivalent to social

influence) and the perceived benefits of automated vehicles, and the ease of use of automated driving technology, and a pos-
itive relationship between subjective norm and perceived behavioural control. A positive effect of social influence on perfor-
mance expectancy, facilitating conditions and hedonic motivation was found by Nordhoff et al. (2020). We thus expect a
positive relationship between social influence and performance and effort expectancy, facilitating conditions, and hedonic
motivation. The underlying assumption is that individuals who believe that people important to them in their social network
will support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence), are more likely to consider conditionally auto-
mated cars useful (i.e., performance expectancy), easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy), enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation), and
are more likely to believe they have the necessary resources to use these cars (i.e., facilitating conditions). Therefore, in this
study, we hypothesised that:

H8: Social influence is a significant positive predictor of performance expectancy, implying that individuals who believe that
important people in their social networks support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence) are more likely
to perceive them as useful (i.e., performance expectancy) than individuals who are less likely to believe that their use of these
cars is supported in their social networks.
H9: Social influence is a significant positive predictor of effort expectancy, implying that individuals who believe that important
people in their social networks support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence) are more likely to per-
ceive them as easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy) than individuals who are less likely to believe that their use of these cars is
supported in their social networks.
H10: Social influence is a significant positive predictor of facilitating conditions, implying that individuals who believe that
important people in their social networks support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence) are more likely
to believe that conditions facilitating their use of conditionally automated cars are available (i.e., facilitating conditions) than
individuals who are less likely to believe that their use of these cars is supported in their social networks.
H11: Social influence is a significant positive predictor of hedonic motivation, implying that individuals who believe that impor-
tant people in their social networks support their use of conditionally automated cars (i.e., social influence) are more likely to
perceive them as enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation) than individuals who are less likely to believe that their use of these cars is
supported in their social networks.

1.3.3. Effects of facilitating conditions on the other UTAUT2 constructs
In Nordhoff et al. (2020), it was reported that there is a paucity of knowledge on the relationship between facilitating con-

ditions, performance and effort expectancy and hedonic motivation. The study found positive effects of facilitating condi-
tions on effort expectancy and hedonic motivation, but facilitating conditions was not related to performance expectancy.
The present study builds on these results and expects that individuals who believe to have the necessary resources to use
conditionally automated cars are more likely to consider conditionally automated cars useful, easy to use, and enjoyable.
Therefore, in this study, we hypothesised that:

H12: Facilitating conditions is a significant positive predictor of performance expectancy, implying that individuals who believe
that the conditions facilitating their use of conditionally automated cars are available (i.e., facilitating conditions) are more
likely to value the perceived benefits of conditionally automated cars (i.e., performance expectancy) than individuals who
are less likely to believe that facilitating conditions are available.
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H13: Facilitating conditions is a significant positive predictor of effort expectancy, implying that individuals who believe that the
conditions facilitating their use of conditionally automated cars are available (i.e., facilitating conditions) are more likely to per-
ceive them as easy to use (i.e., effort expectancy) than individuals who are less likely to believe that facilitating conditions are
available.
H14: Facilitating conditions is a significant positive predictor of hedonic motivation, implying that individuals who believe that
the conditions facilitating their use of conditionally automated cars are available (i.e., facilitating conditions) are more likely to
perceive them as enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation) than individuals who are less likely to believe that facilitating conditions
are available.

1.3.4. Effects of hedonic motivation on the other UTAUT2 constructs
Literature in the field of technology acceptance has revealed positive effects of perceived enjoyment on usefulness and

ease of use in the field of technology acceptance (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2015; Teo & Noyes, 2011). In the study of Nordhoff
et al. (2020), however, a positive effect of hedonic motivation on effort expectancy was reported, while the effect of hedonic
motivation on performance expectancy was not significant. This corresponds with the results obtained in the study of
Herrenkind et al. (2019). While the evidence on the relationship between hedonic motivation and effort expectancy is
ambiguous, in this study, we expect a positive effect of hedonic motivation on both performance and effort expectancy.
The assumption is that individuals who consider conditionally automated cars enjoyable are more likely to give higher rat-
ings to performance and effort expectancy. Therefore, we hypothesised that:

H15: Hedonic motivation is a significant positive predictor of performance expectancy, implying that individuals who perceive
conditionally automated cars as enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation) are more likely to value the perceived benefits of condition-
ally automated cars (i.e., performance expectancy) than individuals who are less likely to believe that conditionally automated
cars are enjoyable.
H16: Hedonic motivation is a significant positive predictor of effort expectancy, implying that individuals who perceive condi-
tionally automated cars as enjoyable (i.e., hedonic motivation) are more likely to perceive them as easy to use (i.e., effort expec-
tancy) than individuals who are less likely to believe that conditionally automated cars are enjoyable.

The proposed relationships are shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. UTAUT2 model adjusted to the context of this study, based on Venkatesh et al. (2012).
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2. Methodology

2.1. Procedure and recruitment

An online questionnaire was administered to 9,118 respondents from eight European countries, including Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Hungary, and the United Kingdom. These countries were selected based on the size of their
car market and geographical representation within Europe. The questionnaire was conducted by the German market
research institute INNOFACT AG (www.innofact.com) using the questionnaire tool EXAVO (https://www.exavo.de/survey-
tainment/), except for Finland where the data collection was conducted by Taloustutkimus Oy (taloustutkimus.fi/in-
english) among their nationally representative Internet panel using their proprietary questionnaire tool. The questionnaire
was translated into the national languages of the countries surveyed to be administered in the respective countries. For all
countries except for Spain, data was collected between April and June 2019. For Spain, the data collection process took place
in March 2020. In each country, a sample that was representative of age, gender, and income of its country population was
selected. In order to recruit car drivers, respondents were excluded if they indicated that they never make use of private,
carsharing and rental cars as driver. The invitation to participate in the questionnaire study was sent by online panels having
access to large number of respondents via email. Once a representative sample per country was obtained, the questionnaire
was closed, and participation in the questionnaire was no longer possible. The market research institute used a number of
technologies to enhance data quality, ensuring that human (i.e., no bot) respondents without suspect proxies or email
addresses and that did not take the same questionnaire more than once – e.g., via multiple email or panel accounts from
the same computer – were included into the sample. Respondents were financially compensated for their participation in
the questionnaire. In Germany, respondents received 1.00 Euro for completing the questionnaire. The other respondents
received points that were worth between 0.80 and 1.00 Euro per respondent, which could be redeemed as vouchers. The
Finnish respondents had a chance to win prizes by being a member in the panel and participating in questionnaires.

2.2. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was divided into five main parts.
In the first part of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to provide information on their socio-demographic profile

and mobility behaviour in order to select a representative sample of the country population as described in Section 2.1. Thus,
respondents were asked to provide their age (Q1), gender (Q2), and income (Q3). For these questions, specific quoting criteria
were used (see supplementary material Table S1). Note that age and income were adjusted to account for country-specific
differences. In order to select frequent car drivers as potential first users of conditionally automated driving systems, respon-
dents were asked to indicate their frequency of travel mode use (Q4), and the mode of transport they use per trip (Q5).

After respondents were presented with the first part, they received the following description about the functionality of
conditionally automated cars, to ensure that they had a sufficient understanding of conditionally automated cars:

‘‘There are different terms to define the capabilities of automated cars, such as self-driving, autonomous, automated, pilotless,
driverless, and conditionally automated. With this questionnaire, we would like to get your opinion on conditionally auto-
mated cars.
Conditionally automated cars can drive under limited conditions, such as driving on motorways, on congested motorways,
in urban traffic, and in parking situations. They will not operate beyond these conditions.
Conditionally automated cars do the steering, acceleration and braking. They will stay in the lane and maintain a safe distance
to the vehicle in front. They will also overtake slower moving vehicles or change the lane. These cars still have gas and brake
pedals and a steering wheel.
You are not driving when the car is in conditionally automated mode – even if you are seated in the driver’s seat. This will allow
you to engage in other activities, such as emailing or watching videos. However, the car might ask you to resume vehicle control
anytime, e.g., when approaching a construction site, which means you might have to stop what you are doing and resume con-
trol of the car.”

The second part of the questionnaire concerned respondents’ degree of understanding of the concept of conditionally
automated cars, based on the introduction to these cars they received at the beginning of the questionnaire. They were also
asked of their level of familiarity with automated cars, and their self-rated technology readiness.

The third part consisted of questions measuring respondents’ willingness to allow the car collecting data, and their gen-
eral attitudes towards conditionally automated cars using the UTAUT2 constructs.

The fourth part asked respondents to assess their usage of conditionally automated cars in specific conditions. These
included driving a conditionally automated car on urban roads, congested motorways, motorways, and in parking situations.

The fifth part asked respondents to provide further information about their socio-demographic profile and mobility beha-
viour that had not been addressed in the first part.

Respondents were informed that it would take around 20 minutes to complete the questionnaire and that the data would
be treated anonymously. Respondents were further informed that the survey is executed as part of the EU-financed project
L3Pilot.
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Before the questionnaire was programmed and launched by INNOFACT AG, it was pre-tested in several iteration rounds to
ensure clarity in terms of a common understanding of the logic of the questionnaire (e.g., order of items) and the question-
naire items (i.e., meaning of items). This also encompassed ensuring that the questionnaire was correctly translated in the
different languages. In addition, INNOFACT AG performed a soft launch of the questionnaire, with approximately thirty
respondents, to resolve any implementation or wording errors. To ensure that responses were not influenced by the order
in which questionnaire items were presented, those that did not follow a specific logic were presented in a random order
across respondents.

The present study will only report the results to the questions addressing the UTAUT2 hypotheses presented above (i.e.,
Q17, and Q22–Q44). The specific wording of these questions and their underlying constructs are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The
results to the remaining questions will be addressed in consecutive scientific studies.

2.3. Data analysis

A two-step approach (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988) to analyse the data was adopted. In the first step, a confirmatory factor
analysis was performed to evaluate the measurement relationships between the latent and observed variables (i.e., question-
naire items). The psychometric properties of the measurement model were assessed by its indicator reliability, internal con-
sistency reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity. Convergent validity was assessed by four criteria: 1) All
scale items should be significant and have loadings exceeding 0.50 on their respective scales, 2) the average variance
extracted (AVE) should be higher than 0.50, 3) construct reliability (CR), and 4) Cronbach’s alpha values should exceed
0.70 (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2014). Discriminant validity of our data was examined
with the test of squared correlations by Anderson and Gerbing (1988). The correlation coefficient between two latent vari-
ables should be smaller than the square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) of each latent variable.

The second step of the analysis involved estimating the structural model consisting of the path relationsships between
the latent variables. The assessment of the structural equation modelling involved reporting the standardised regression
weights, their level of significance, and the amount of variance accounted for by these latent variables. Maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) was used for this calculation.

To assess whether the model fits the data, the fit indices were as follows: Comparative Fit Index (CFI) � 0.90, Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) � 0.08, and the Standardised Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) � 0.06 (Hair et al.,
2014; Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 2009; Schreiber et al., 2006).

To assess the moderating effects of age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems on the relation-
ships between the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic
motivation, willingness to pay and behavioural intention, we created mean-centered product-terms of age, gender, and
experience with advanced driver assistance systems and the UTAUT2 predictor constructs, respectively, in line with the lit-
erature (Du et al., 2018). For experience with advanced driver assistance systems, a dummy variable was created with 1 rep-
resenting the response categories ‘‘I have it and I use it”, and 0 representing the response categories ‘‘I have it and I don’t use it”,
‘‘Don’t know if I have it”, ‘‘I don’t have it but I would use it”, ‘‘I don’t have it and I would not use it”.

2.4. Data filtering

Data was filtered in two stages. First, the German market institute INNOFACT AG who conducted all the questionnaires,
except for the Finnish questionnaire, omitted individuals who indicated that they frequently used all transport modes (Q4),
who responded ‘‘I don’t know” to all knowledge questions (Q6–Q10) in order to screen out individuals who had an insuffi-
cient understanding of conditionally automated driving, and who gave inconsistent socio-demographic responses (i.e., being
at the age of 20 years old while being retired). To identify frequent car users, individuals were omitted from the sample if
they indicated that they rarely used the private car (without carsharing and rental cars), and carsharing and rental cars as
driver (i.e., responded with ‘‘almost never” to these questions), or if they did not provide any response to these questions.
Second, ‘‘I prefer not to respond” - responses to the questions Q17 and Q22–Q44 were defined as missing values and excluded
from the analysis. In total, there were responses from 9,118 individuals for the analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Respondents

An overview of respondents’ age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems is given in Table 1.

3.2. Ratings of attitudinal questions

The means, standard deviations and frequency distributions of the attitudinal questions that are the focus of the present
study are given in Table 2. The highest ratings were obtained for items pertaining to the ease of use of conditionally auto-
mated cars. The highest mean rating was obtained for respondents’ belief that a conditionally automated car would be easy
286



Table 1
Descriptive statistics of age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems (i.e., means (M), standard deviations (SD), n = number of
respondents, relative frequencies).

Question M SD n Response categories

Age (Q1) 18–29 30–39 40–49 50–59 60–69
4.96 8.08 9118 9.05% 25.03% 41.37% 22.47% 2.08%

Gender (Q2) Male Female
1.49 0.50 9105 50.74% 49.26%

Experience with advanced driver assistance systems (Q25_1–Q25_9) I have
it and
I use it

I have
it but
I don’t
use it

Don’t
know
if
I have
it

I don’t
have it
but I
would
use it

I don’t
have it
and I
would
not
use it

Automated Emergency Braking (AEB): System that automatically brakes
the vehicle when an impending collision is detected.

3.33 1.26 8656 17.42% 6.27% 11.54% 55.44% 9.32%

Forward Collision Warning (FCW): System that provides warnings for
potential collisions with the vehicle in front.

3.45 1.19 8660 14.27% 5.51% 10.95% 59.34% 9.93%

Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM): System that monitors the driver’s left and
right blind spots for other vehicles. Often, drivers receive a visual or
audio alert whenever a vehicle is present.

3.50 1.14 8383 12.40% 5.62% 9.93% 63.13% 8.93%

Drowsy
Driver Detection (DDD): System that detects driver drowsiness.

3.68 1.04 8368 8.52% 4.69% 9.59% 64.093% 13.11%

Lane Departure Warning (LDW): System that provides assistance with
lane-keeping by sounding warnings when the vehicle travels outside the
current lane’s markings/boundaries of the current lane.

3.52 1.19 8372 12.81% 6.48% 9.41% 57.96% 13.33%

Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA): System that helps the driver to avoid
inadvertently moving out of a lane.

3.61 1.13 8364 10.21% 6.15% 10.82% 57.35% 15.47%

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC): System that maintains vehicle speed while
in cruise control mode, but automatically slows down or speeds up to
keep a driver-selected distance from a vehicle ahead.

3.21 1.35 8383 20.12% 10.27% 9.13% 49.22% 11.25%

Parking Assist (PA): Radar – beeps - or camera view. The driver is in the car
during the parking maneuver.

2.94 1.47 8363 31.85% 5.98% 6.68% 46.53% 8.96%

Self-Parking Assist (SPA): System that controls the vehicle for parallel or
reverse parking. The system may control both steering and the throttle,
or only control the steering (the driver presses the brake and throttle)
during the parking maneuver.) The driver is in the car during the parking
maneuver.

3.64 1.13 8390 9.82% 7.13% 7.68% 60.18% 15.18%
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to use (Q25, M = 3.80, SD = 0.97, on a scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5)), and that they could acquire the
necessary knowledge to use a conditionally automated car (Q34, M = 3.79, SD = 1.00). The third-highest mean rating was
obtained for respondents’ belief that learning how to use a conditionally automated car would be easy for them (Q24,
M = 3.74, SD = 0.98).

The lowest ratings were obtained for items pertaining to the social influence and willingness to buy a conditionally auto-
mated car. The lowest rating (Q44, M = 2.77, SD = 1.20) was obtained for respondents’ willingness to buy a conditionally
automated car. As shown by the frequency distribution underlying Q44, 28.03% of respondents agreed with the statement
capturing their intention to buy a conditionally automated car. The second-lowest rating was obtained for respondents’
belief that people who are important to them think that they should use a conditionally automated car (Q41, M = 3.02,
SD = 1.12). The third-lowest rating was obtained for respondents’ belief that people who influence their behaviour think that
they should use a conditionally automated car (Q39, M = 3.06, SD = 1.12).

A moderate rating was obtained for using the time the conditionally automated car is driving for other activities (Q21,
M = 3.09, SD = 1.15), with 41.85% of respondents indicating that they would like to spend the time in a conditionally auto-
mated car for secondary eyes-off road activities. As shown by Table 3, the three most preferred activities included talking to
fellow travelers; surfing the internet, watching videos or TV shows; and observing the landscape, with 44.76%, 44%, and
41.70% of respondents favouring these types of activities, respectively.

3.3. Results of confirmatory factor analysis

The results of the confirmatory factor analysis are shown in Table 4. Model fit parameters were acceptable for all latent
variables with the exception of the chi-square statistic, which has exceeded the recommended threshold of 3. However, the
chi-square statistic is sensitive to sample size, implying that a value larger than 3 is usually expected with larger sample
sizes (Hair et al., 2014). The items PE3–PE4, EE1–EE2, HM1 and HM3, SI1–SI2, FC1 and FC3, BI1 and BI5 were maintained
in the analysis as their loadings exceeded the threshold of 0.70. The remaining items were omitted from the analysis due
to factor loadings that were lower than 0.70, and high inter-construct correlations. The constructs demonstrated sufficient
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics (i.e., means (M), standard deviations (SD), relative frequencies). Questions are presented in descending order according to their means in
order to identify high, moderate, and low mean ratings.

Question M SD n Relative frequencies

Strongly
disagree
(1)

Disagree
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Agree
(4)

Strongly
agree
(5)

Q25: I expect that a conditionally automated car would be easy to
use.

3.80 0.97 9044 3.77% 5.46% 19.70% 48.86% 22.21%

Q34: I could acquire the necessary knowledge to use a conditionally
automated car.

3.79 1.00 9029 4.64% 5.09% 19.84% 47.25% 23.18%

Q24: Learning how to use a conditionally automated car would be
easy for me.

3.74 0.98 9038 3.76% 5.82% 24.13% 45.46% 20.83%

Q38: I would expect to have the necessary knowledge to use a
conditionally automated car.

3.65 1.05 9019 5.53% 7.30% 23.28% 44.19% 19.70%

Q27: It would be easy for me to become skillful at using a
conditionally automated car.

3.60 1.03 9027 5.33% 7.28% 27.04% 42.76% 17.59%

Q36: I would expect the use of a conditionally automated car to be
compatible with other digital devices I use.

3.54 1.08 9006 6.75% 7.84% 26.95% 41.10% 17.36%

Q26: Using a conditionally automated car would help me reach my
destination more comfortably.

3.52 1.10 9044 7.32% 8.69% 25.70% 40.91% 17.38%

Q28: Using a conditionally automated car would be fun. 3.42 1.14 9034 9.05% 9.70% 28.04% 36.99% 16.22%
Q43: I assume that a conditionally automated car would be useful in

my daily life.
3.39 1.15 8996 9.31% 10.83% 26.56% 37.98% 15.32%

Q32: Using a conditionally automated car would be enjoyable. 3.38 1.16 9018 9.87% 10.37% 27.22% 37.05% 15.49%
Q40: I would be able to get help from others when I have difficulties

using a conditionally automated car.
3.37 1.05 8961 7.13% 10.70% 31.56% 38.91% 11.70%

Q37: I would use a conditionally automated car during my everyday
trips.

3.37 1.18 9029 9.92% 12.13% 24.50% 37.51% 15.94%

Q33: Assuming that I had access to a conditionally automated car, I
predict that I would use it.

3.36 1.18 9038 8.58% 8.73% 22.34% 41.04% 19.31%

Q22: I expect that a conditionally automated car would be useful in
meeting my daily mobility needs.

3.36 1.18 9038 10.13% 11.98% 24.62% 38.08% 15.19%

Q30: Using a conditionally automated car would be entertaining. 3.36 1.14 8996 9.29% 10.95% 28.72% 36.88% 14.16%
Q23: Using a conditionally automated car would help me reach my

destination more safely.
3.35 1.11 9033 8.39% 10.90% 32.04% 34.82% 13.85%

Q31: I intend to use a conditionally automated car in the future. 3.22 1.17 8995 11.88% 11.42% 32.49% 31.45% 12.76%
Q42: I would recommend a conditionally automated car to others. 3.20 1.14 8955 11.33% 11.36% 35.48% 29.74% 12.09%
Q35: I plan to use a conditionally automated car in adverse weather

conditions such as during heavy rain or fog, and in darkness.
3.16 1.21 9022 12.45% 15.65% 28.22% 30.66% 13.02%

Q17: I would use the time during which a conditionally automated
car is driving for other activities.

3.09 1.15 9010 11.20% 19.90% 27.05% 32.72% 9.13%

Q29: I assume that people whose opinions I value would prefer that I
use a conditionally automated car.

3.08 1.10 8987 11.15% 14.45% 39.07% 26.38% 8.95%

Q39: I expect that people who influence my behaviour think that I
should use a conditionally automated car.

3.06 1.12 8985 11.42% 16.25% 37.03% 25.95% 9.35%

Q41: I expect that people who are important to me think that I should
use a conditionally automated car.

3.02 1.12 8974 12.38% 16.08% 37.23% 26.03% 8.28%

Q44: I plan to buy a conditionally automated car once it is available. 2.77 1.20 8980 19.67% 18.83% 33.47% 20.55% 7.48%

Table 3
Preference for engagement in eyes-off-road activities (Q17b_1–Q17b_10) sorted in descending order.

Activities Relative frequencies

Q17b_2: Talking to my fellow travellers 44.76%
Q17b_3: Surfing the internet, watching videos or TV shows 44%
Q17b_7: Observing the landscape 41.70%
Q17b_8: Relaxing and resting 34.42%
Q17b_6: Eating and drinking 28.90%
Q17b_5: Socialising with friends or family (e.g., write messages, make phone calls, use social media) 26.37%
Q17b_10: Working 17.06%
Q17b_9: Reading a book 14.68%
Q17b_1: Taking care of children 13.37%
Q17b_4: Playing games (e.g., video or board games) 10.11%

Note: Only respondents who provided their agreement (i.e., selected ‘‘Agree” and ‘‘Strongly agree”) in Q17 to use the time the conditionally automated car is
driving for other activities were allowed to respond to questions pertaining to the types of eyes-off-road activities they preferred to engage in (Q17b_1–
Q17b_10). Respondents could select a maximum number of three activities. In total, 10,976 responses were collected from 3,771 respondents.
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Table 4
Results of confirmatory factor analysis.

Latent variable Observed variable ƛ ⍺ CR AVE

Performance expectancy (PE) 0.82 0.82 0.70
PE1: I would use the time during which a conditionally automated car is driving for
other activities (Q17).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

PE2: I expect that a conditionally automated car would be useful in meeting my daily
mobility needs (Q22).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

PE3: Using a conditionally automated car would help me reach my destination more
safely (Q23).

0.83

PE4: Using a conditionally automated car would help me reach my destination more
comfortably (Q26).

0.85

PE5: I assume that a conditionally automated car would be useful in my daily life (Q43). Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

Effort expectancy (EE) 0.76 0.77 0.62
EE1: Learning how to use a conditionally automated car would be easy for me (Q24). 0.75
EE2: I expect that a conditionally automated car would be easy to use (Q25). 0.83
EE3: It would be easy for me to become skillful at using a conditionally automated car.
(Q27).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

Social influence (SI) 0.79 0.79 0.66
SI1: I assume that people whose opinions I value would prefer that I use a conditionally
automated car (Q29).

0.86

SI2: I expect that people who influence my behaviour think that I should use a
conditionally automated car (Q39).

0.76

SI3: I expect that people who are important to me think that I should use a conditionally
automated car (Q41).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

SI4: I would recommend a conditionally automated car to others (Q42). Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

Facilitating conditions (FC) 0.77 0.79 0.66
FC1: I could acquire the necessary knowledge to use a conditionally automated car
(Q34).

0.82

FC2: I would expect the use of a conditionally automated car to be compatible with
other digital devices I use (Q36).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

FC3: I would expect to have the necessary knowledge to use a conditionally automated
car (Q38).

0.77

FC4: I would be able to get help from others when I have difficulties using a
conditionally automated car (Q40).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

Hedonicmotivation (HM) 0.80 0.80 0.67
HM1: Using a conditionally automated car would be fun (Q28). 0.78
HM2: Using a conditionally automated car would be entertaining (Q30). Omitted from analysis

due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

HM3: Using a conditionally automated car would be enjoyable (Q32). 0.86

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Latent variable Observed variable ƛ ⍺ CR AVE

Behavioural intention (BI) 0.82 0.82 0.70
BI1: I intend to use a conditionally automated car in the future (Q31). 0.88
BI2: Assuming that I had access to a conditionally automated car, I predict that I would
use it (Q33).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

BI3: I plan to use a conditionally automated car in adverse weather conditions such as
during heavy rain or fog, and in darkness (Q35).

Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

BI4: I would use a conditionally automated car during my everyday trips (Q37). Omitted from analysis
due to factor
loadings < 0.70 and high
inter-construct
correlations

BI5: I plan to buy a conditionally automated car once it is available (Q44). 0.80

CFI 0.98
RMSEA 0.06
SRMR 0.02
x2 30.04

Note: Measurement of the UTAUT2 constructs were used from Xu et al. (2018) and Venkatesh et al. (2012) and adjusted to the context of this study.
ƛ = Lambda, factor loading; ⍺ = Cronbach’s alpha, internal consistency measure; CR = Construct reliability, internal consistency measure; AVE = av-
erage variance extracted, summary measure of convergence among observed variables representing a latent variable (Hair et al., 2014).

Table 5
Inter-construct correlation matrix.

Construct PE EE SI FC HM BI

Performance expectancy (PE) 0.84
Effort expectancy (EE) 0.59 0.79
Social influence (SI) 0.65 0.47 0.82
Facilitating conditions (FC) 0.57 0.73 0.43 0.81
Hedonic motivation (HM) 0.75 0.59 0.64 0.56 0.82
Behavioural intention (BI) 0.72 0.54 0.71 0.51 0.73 0.84

Note: The diagonal values represent the square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) of the constructs. The below diagonal values represent the
coefficients of the Pearson correlation between two constructs. Sufficient discriminant validity is provided if the square root of the AVE exceeds the
correlation coefficients.
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internal consistency reliability as shown by the Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability values, which were both higher
than 0.70. Average variance extracted values (AVE) were higher than 0.50 for all latent variables except for willingness to
pay. As shown by Table 5, discriminant validity was acceptable for all latent variables: The Pearson correlation coefficients
between two constructs do not exceed the square root of the AVE, are smaller than 0.80, and the variance inflation factors
(VIF) for all constructs are below the recommended cut-off value of 3, suggesting the absence of substantial multicollinearity
(Garson, 2012; Hair et al., 2014).

3.4. Results of structural equation modeling

The results of the structural equation modelling are shown in Table 6. The model fit was acceptable except for the chi-
square statistic (see Section 3.3.). The majority of our hypotheses was supported. Age, gender, and experience with advanced
driver assistance systems did not moderate the relationships between performance and effort expectancy, social influence,
facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, and behavioural intention.

Experience with advanced driver assistance systems did not moderate any of our relationships in the model. Due to the
relatively large number of interaction effects, the moderating effects of experience with advanced driver assistance systems
on the UTAUT2 constructs are not reported.

4. Discussion

As part of the L3Pilot project, the present study investigated the acceptance of conditionally automated cars among 9,118
car drivers from eight European countries using an online questionnaire. This study was motivated by the paucity of
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Table 6
Results of structural equation modelling; significant structural path relations between latent variables, socio-demographics and experience with advanced
driver assistance systems (b), variance explained (R2), and model fit parameters.

Hypothetical path Model 1 Model 2

Hypothesis Independent variable Dependent variable Effect b & significance
level

Effect b & significance
level

H1 Performance expectancy Behavioural intention 0.107* 0.135**
H2 Effort expectancy 0.082, n.s. 0.051, n.s.
H3 Social influence 0.393*** 0.404***
H4 Facilitating conditions -0.095, n.s. -0.062, n.s.
H5 Hedonic motivation 0.496*** 0.462***
H6 Age – -0.082***

Gender – 0.026***
Experience with Automated Emergency Braking
(AEB)

– 0.003, n.s.

Experience with Forward Collision Warning
(FCW)

– -0.007, n.s.

Experience with Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) – -0.004, n.s.
Experience with Drowsy
Driver Detection (DDD)

– 0.003, n.s.

Experience with Lane Departure Warning (LDW) – 0.002, n.s.
Experience with Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) – 0.012, n.s.
Experience with Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) – 0.035**
Experience with
Parking Assist (PA)

– -0.029**

Experience with Self-parking Assist System (SPA) – 0.051***
H7 Effort expectancy Performance

expectancy
-0.009, n.s. -0.009, n.s.

H8 Social influence Performance
expectancy

0.209*** 0.207***

H9 Social influence Effort expectancy 0.059** 0.057**
H10 Social influence Facilitating conditions 0.560*** 0.562***
H11 Social influence Hedonic motivation 0.561*** 0.566***
H12 Facilitating conditions Performance

expectancy
0.125, n.s. 0.125, n.s.

H13 Facilitating conditions Effort expectancy 0.845 *** 0.845***
H14 Facilitating conditions Hedonic motivation 0.406*** 0.402***
H15 Hedonic motivation Performance

expectancy
0.677*** 0.679***

H16 Hedonic motivation Effort expectancy 0.103*** 0.105***

Assessment of model fit
CFI 0.982 0.85
RMSEA 0.059 0.048
SRMR 0.021 0.045
v2/df 28.37 20.68
R2 of BI 0.877 0.883
R2 of PE 0.879 0.879
R2 of EE 0.919 0.919
R2 of HM 0.734 0.738
R2 of FC 0.314 0.316

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant.
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knowledge on the examination of acceptance of conditional automation among a large European age- and gender-balanced
sample applying the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and
hedonic motivation as direct predictors of behavioural intention, and the moderating influences of age, gender and experi-
ence with advanced driver assistance systems on these relationships. The study has advanced our knowledge on the appli-
cability of UTAUT2 to conditional automation – e.g., which constructs of the UTAUT2 model are the most important
predictors of the acceptance of conditional automation – and the acceptance of conditional automation itself – e.g., by mea-
suring the acceptance of conditional automation.

4.1. Ratings of questionnaire items

The study revealed that the highest mean rating was obtained for the questionnaire item pertaining to the perceived ease
of use of conditionally automated cars, with 71.06% of respondents considering conditionally automated cars easy to use.
Conditionally automated driving may pose excessive demands on the abilities of human drivers to safely, comfortably
and efficiently take back control from a conditionally automated car. Zeeb, Buchner, and Schrauf (2016) found that the qual-
ity of taking over control from a conditionally automated car deteriorated for distracted drivers (i.e., reading a news text and
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watching a video). Gold et al. (2018), who modelled the take-over performance in conditionally automated cars on the basis
of 729 take-over situations, found significant effects of the time budget, traffic density, and experience with take-over situ-
ations on drivers’ take-over performance, while the engagement in non-driving related activities only accounted for a small
amount of variance in the take-over performance. The positivity of our respondents towards the perceived ease of use of con-
ditionally automated cars may be explained by their lack of physical exposure to conditionally automated cars, which may
make it difficult for them to accurately envision their interaction with these cars. Furthermore, the items measuring per-
ceived ease of use (i.e., effort expectancy) did not measure the specific take-over situation and interaction with a condition-
ally automated car but were phrased generically. This means that it is not very clear which associations respondents had
with the construct effort expectancy. Davis (1993) posit that perceived ease of use (i.e., effort expectancy) reflects part of
the cost of using the system. In line with Davis (1993), we posit that future research should adjust the operationalisation
of effort expectancy to the context of conditionally automated driving.

The lowest mean rating was obtained for the questionnaire item pertaining to respondents’ willingness to buy a condi-
tionally automated car, with 28.03% of respondents planning to buy a conditionally automated car once it is available. This
finding corresponds to some extent with Power (2012) who surveyed 17,400 vehicle owners and found that only 37% of
respondents would definitely or probably be interested in purchasing automated driving technology, and with Pfleging,
Rang, and Broy (2016) who revealed that 44% of their respondents could imagine buying a highly automated car. In contrast,
in our study, a higher mean rating was obtained for the behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars, implying
that the intention to use a conditionally automated car is higher than the intention to buy a conditionally automated car.

One of the main benefits of automated cars advertised in the media and by car manufacturers is the engagement in sec-
ondary, eyes-off road activities. However, in this study only 41.85% of respondents reported a willingness to use the time the
conditionally automated car is driving for other activities (27.05% were neutral). Within these 41.85%, the most preferred
activities were talking to fellow travellers (44.76%), surfing the internet, watching TV shows or videos (44%), and observing
the landscape (41.70%). Working was preferred by 17.06%. The preference to engage in activities that require less attentional
resources, and that can be performed in traditional transport modes mirrors the literature (Cunningham, Regan, Horberry,
Weeratunga, & Dixit, 2019; Cunningham, Regan, Ledger, & Bennett, 2019; Cyganski et al., 2015; Pfleging et al., 2016). This
could imply that the possibility to relax and perform lighter activities is preferred in conditionally automated driving, and
that the car interior has to be adjusted to accommodate these activities (Pfleging et al., 2016). An alternative explanation
for the low preference to engage in secondary activities may be concerns about discomfort, due to the emergence of motion
sickness, by having the eyes off the road. Such concerns may be remedied only if automation driving styles and interiors are
demonstrated to result in high comfort levels even when taking the eyes off the road, and when such benefits are effectively
communicated to potential users. Finally, the limited intention to take the eyes off the road could be explained by the par-
ticular nature of conditional automation, which places considerable demands on the sensory, motoric and cognitive state of
the human driver (Naujoks et al., 2018). Gold et al. (2018) provide a short review of the driver behaviour in take-over situ-
ations that ranges from mode confusion and errors, delayed responses to critical rear-end collision events, and impaired
driving performance after automated driving. We posit that the human driver has to direct his/her attentional resources
to both the driving environment, the performance of the automated system, and the activity s/he is engaged in. Conditionally
automated cars that will be commercialised will have to enable a safe, comfortable and efficient take-over situation, without
jeopardising the added benefits that this level of automation entails. If this is achieved, human drivers will not have to divide
their attentional resources between the driving environment, while also supervising the performance of the automated sys-
tem, and managing their own activity all at the same time. To be safe, useable and acceptable, the systems that will enter the
market will have to enable the driver to comfortably engage in the non-driving related activity, and provide sufficient time
for a request to intervene and take over control of the automated system. We recommend future research to investigate the
types of activities that drivers of conditionally automated cars can pursue to prevent mental overload and underload, and
ensure that a drivers’ situation awareness matches the requests of the automated car.

4.2. Structural equation modelling analysis: UTAUT2 model without moderator effects

Structural equation modelling was performed to examine the effects of the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort
expectancy, social influence, hedonic motivation, and facilitating conditions on individuals’ behavioural intentions to use
conditionally automated cars as well as their interrelationships.

Hedonic motivation was the strongest predictor of individuals’ behavioural intention, implying that individuals who con-
sider conditionally automated cars enjoyable are more likely to intend to use them. This finding corresponds with the study
of Madigan et al. (2017), which has also identified hedonic motivation as the strongest predictor for the acceptance of driver-
less public transport. In the study of Madigan et al. (2017), most of the respondents were physically exposed to the auto-
mated vehicle they were asked to rate using a questionnaire after their ride with the vehicle. We encourage further
research into the hypothesis that the ratings of perceived enjoyment (i.e., hedonic motivation) may not differ before and after
the exposure to conditionally automated cars.

The second-strongest predictor of behavioural intention was social influence, implying that individuals who believe that
people important to them in their social network appreciate their use of conditionally automated cars are more likely to
intend to use them. Performance expectancy was predicted by the factors perceived safety and expected comfort. This means
that individuals who consider conditionally automated cars safe and comfortable are more likely to form positive intentions
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to use these cars. In our study, performance expectancy was the third-strongest predictor of the behavioural intention to use
conditionally automated cars, while in previous research performance expectancy was the strongest predictor (Madigan
et al., 2016; Panagiotopoulos & Dimitrakopoulos, 2018). As shown by the relatively strong correlation between performance
expectancy and hedonic motivation, hedonic motivation may represent some of the effects of performance expectancy on
behavioural intention, probably also since the factor comfort included in performance expectancy is conceptually related
to hedonic motivation. The conceptual similarity between performance expectancy and hedonic motivation may make it dif-
ficult for respondents to clearly discriminate between these constructs. Furthermore, the UTAUT2 constructs are expressed
in very generic terms, which leaves ample room for respondents to attach different meaning to them. Future research should
assess whether it is reasonable to develop more specific items as indicators of the UTAUT2 constructs. It should also be
assessed whether the questions pertaining to the UTAUT2 constructs have the same meaning across countries. It was beyond
the scope of this study to examine how the acceptance of conditionally automated cars differs across countries. This will be
executed by the authors of the present study in a subsequent study.

Investigating the interrelationships between predictors, this study advances our knowledge of the mechanisms to pro-
mote the individual beliefs underlying the UTAUT2 predictor constructs. Social influence was the strongest predictor of
hedonic motivation, implying that promoting the use of conditionally automated cars in individual’s networks can enhance
their perceived enjoyment. Facilitating conditions was the second-strongest predictor of hedonic motivation, implying that
the belief of individuals to have the necessary resources to use conditionally automated cars has a positive influence on
hedonic motivation. This finding corresponds with Madigan et al. (2017) who investigated the acceptance of driverless pub-
lic transport.

Facilitating conditions was the strongest predictor of effort expectancy, followed by hedonic motivation and social influ-
ence. This implies that individuals who think they have the necessary resources, who believe that conditionally automated
cars are enjoyable and that their use of conditionally automated cars is supported in their social networks are more likely to
consider conditionally automated cars easy to use. Facilitating conditions, in turn, was influenced by social influence, mean-
ing that the perceived capabilities to use conditionally automated cars can be promoted by increasing the reliance on the
individual’s social networks. Effort expectancy was determined by hedonic motivation, implying that the perceived ease
of use of conditionally automated cars has a positive influence on the perceived enjoyment.

Hedonic motivation was the strongest predictor of performance expectancy, followed by social influence. This means that
individuals who consider conditionally automated cars to be enjoyable and who believe that important people in their social
network appreciate the use of conditionally automated cars are more likely to consider them useful.

4.3. Structural equation modelling analysis: UTAUT2 model with moderater effects

In the second structural model, the moderating effects of age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance sys-
tems on the relationships between the UTAUT2 constructs performance and effort expectancy, social influence, hedonic
motivation, facilitating conditions, and behavioural intention were investigated. The effects of the moderators on the pro-
posed relationships were not significant. Small negative effects of age were found on behavioural intention (<0.10). This sug-
gests that elderly people are less likely than younger people to intend to use conditionally automated cars. Small effects of
gender were found on behavioural intention (<0.05), with males being more likely than females to intend to use condition-
ally automated cars (i.e., behavioural intention). These findings mirror the literature on automated vehicle acceptance in two
substantial ways. First, they correspond with the studies which have shown significant, yet small, effects of age and gender
on the factors predicting automated vehicle acceptance, as well as the acceptance construct itself (Kettles & Van Belle, 2019;
Kyriakidis, Happee, & De Winter, 2015; Nordhoff et al., 2018). Second, the findings corroborate the more positive attitudes,
higher ratings of the perceived usefulness, social norms, and trust of automated vehicles of males than females, which reflect
a relatively consistent pattern across studies on automated vehicle acceptance (Rahman et al., 2019; Rice & Winter, 2019).

Small positive effects of experience with advanced driver assistance systems were found on behavioural intention (<0.10).
Individuals who currently have Adaptive Cruise Control in their cars are less likely to intend to use conditionally automated
cars. This corresponds with Kyriakidis et al. (2015) who reported that people who currently use Adaptive Cruise Control
would be willing to pay more for automated vehicles, and are more comfortable about driving without a steering wheel. Fur-
thermore, it was found that individuals whose cars are equipped with Parking Assist systems are less likely to use condition-
ally automated cars. This could be explained with regards to driver difficulties with using Parking Assist systems (Trösterer
et al., 2014). The positive relationship between the experience with Self-Parking Assist systems and the intention to use con-
ditionally automated cars can possibly be explained with regards to the perceived difficulty of parking, especially among
elderly drivers (Baldock et al., 2006), and the added value of Self-Parking Assist systems in decreasing the difficulties asso-
ciated with parking. Future research should examine more closely the effect of experience with advanced driver assistance
systems that differ in their functionality.

4.4. Practical implications

The findings of the present study yield important practical implications. First, the positive effects of hedonic motivation,
social influence, and performance expectancy on the behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars suggest that
the benefits of conditionally automated cars must be clearly demonstrated and promoted by public (e.g., media, policy-
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makers) and private decision-makers (e.g., manufacturers) via established communication channels and in social networks.
McDonald, Site, Stam, & Salucci (2018) study has shown that the proportion of respondents recalling someone at the deal-
ership offering training related to the systems Adaptive Cruise Control, Automated Emergency Braking, Forward Collision
Warning, Lane Departure Warning, and Lane Keeping Assist ranged between 42% and 56%. This suggests that automated cars
could be more effectively promoted via car dealers in order to increase the level of awareness of and knowledge about auto-
mated cars. Car dealers could be trained as real experts for automated driving functionalities to explain system strengths and
limitations and show the systems to customers, e.g., by offering test rides. Social networks (both online and offline) could
play a more important role in promoting the benefits of conditionally automated cars as friends, family, and colleagues rep-
resent an important and trusted source of information. Marketing could establish a ‘‘bring a friend/relative campaign” or
focus on recommendations by friends/relatives in order to leverage the potential of trustful social relationships (see also
Bughin, Doogan, & Vetvik, 2010; Bulbul et al., 2014). Second, governmental agencies could form alliances with private organ-
isations (e.g., automobile clubs, roadway organisations) in order to launch joint education campaigns about the benefits of
automated cars, and implement test rides in order to expose the general public to automated cars.

4.5. Limitations

The results of the present study have to be interpreted with regards to a number of limitations.
First, as conditionally automated cars do not yet exist in the market, our respondents have not physically experienced

them but were asked to imagine the use of such cars. To increase the internal validity of our study findings, respondents
who replied to all knowledge questions on conditionally automated cars with ‘I don’t know’ were omitted from the analysis,
ensuring that all respondents had sufficient understanding of the functionalities of conditionally automated cars. Neverthe-
less, respondents may overestimate their capabilities and general positivism to use these cars. The social desirability and
acquiescence biases in survey research, the novelty factor that surrounds automated cars, and the influence and power of
the media in marketing automated cars (Lee et al., 2019; Nordhoff, De Winter et al., 2019) may have further contributed
to their positivity towards conditionally automated cars. The limitation of this study that pertains to asking respondents
to imagine rather than directly exposing respondents to conditionally automated cars will be addressed by work that will
be conducted in the context of the L3Pilot itself, exposing 1,000 individuals to conditionally automated cars. A comparison
of the attitudes of experienced versus less experienced individuals will be made. Second, the present study did not examine
the effects of individuals’ socio-demographics except for age and gender. Therefore, we will examine the added contributions
of individuals’ socio-demographic characteristics, travel behaviour, and personality on the behavioural intention to use con-
ditionally automated cars in subsequent studies within the L3Pilot project.

Third, behavioural intention was operationalised by two items, measuring the intention to use and intention to buy con-
ditionally automated cars, respectively. The operationalisation of automated vehicle acceptance by the intention to use and
buy has been supported by the literature (McDonald, Site, Stam, & Salucci, 2018; Wu, Liao, & Wang, 2020). The wording of
the questionnaire item measuring the purchase intention may have produced biased responses by encouraging respondents
to disagree with this item, possibly because they just bought a new car, or because they can’t afford buying a conditionally
automated car. In other words, a disagreement with this item does not necessarily imply that people are generally unwilling
to consider the purchase of a conditionally automated car, or that respondents who intend to use conditionally automated
cars will immediately consider purchasing one. We recommend future research to revisit the operationalisation of this item.
It could also be assessed whether the rewording of this item to ‘‘When I buy my next car, I plan to buy a conditionally automated
car once it is available” produces similar results than the item used in this study, representing an equally valid and reliable
measure of behavioural intention. Furthermore, research on the examination of the willingness to pay for automated driving
technology and its determinants has grown in the past few years (Asgari & Jin, 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Tsouros &
Polydoropoulou, 2020).

Finally, as cross-country effects were not examined in this study, the dataset is not representative for the general Euro-
pean population nor for the sum of the national populations of the eight countries on which data were obtained. In order to
leverage the full potential of a representative dataset, we will conduct a cross-country analysis in a subsequent study.

4.6. Final conclusions

We investigated public acceptance of conditionally automated (SAE Level 3) passenger cars using a questionnaire study
conducted among 9,118 car-drivers in eight European countries. Respondents considered conditionally automated cars easy
to use, but were less inclined to consider a purchase of conditionally automated cars. Slightly less than the majority imagined
the engagement in eyes-off road activities such as talking to fellow travellers, surfing the internet, watching videos or TV
shows, observing the landscape, and working. The present study also applied UTAUT2 to investigate the effects of perfor-
mance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and hedonic motivation on the behavioural intention
to use conditionally automated cars. Structural equation modeling revealed that hedonic motivation was the strongest pre-
dictor of the behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars, followed by social influence and performance expec-
tancy. Age, gender and experience with advanced driver assistance systems had significant, yet small (<0.10), effects on the
behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars. We recommend future research to expose individuals to condi-
tionally automated cars in realistic and complex traffic situations.
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